Leather care
Before we use the leather care, we should pre-clean the seats.
First, dust and crumbs should be removed with a vacuum cleaner.
Then, you should clean the seats with a moist cloth
For this, it is advisable to use a paper towel, an old towel or an old T-shirt, to moisten it with
lukewarm water, and then wipe clean the seats.
It is important that you don’t forget to clean the corners and slots.
Then wipe it with a dry towel.

Before you start, please check the fastness of the leather at an invisible place of your seat.
The leather care / leather balm is not harmful to plastic parts, paint, chrome parts or wooden
parts. Consequently, no precautions are neccessary.
With this leather care, you can treat all varieties of leather colors, even bicolour (2 or more
colors) and perforated leather.
Even contrasting colored seams present no obstacle and don’t need to be covered.
Only suede, alcantara, bucksin and textile should be covered.

After drying the seats, you can start with the actual care.

For that, we use a only peanut large quantity of the leather balm and apply it on a soft cloth
(optimal cotton) and then rub in an area of the seat that measures about three hands.
If you work partial, it will achieve better results.
After all leather parts are rubbed with the leather balm, you should leave it on for 30 – 90
minutes.
If your leather is a littler older or harder, you can of course use more of the balm for rubbing
your leather and also leave it on for a longer time.
There are no problems if you leave the balm for a longer time.
Because of that, more of the care substances can also reach the deeper zones of your leather.

For polishing away the surplus balm, you should also use a cotton cloth.
Of course you can also use paper towels.
The slightly semigloss will be lost in a few days.
It will not remain any greasy or „bacon fat“ – shine on the leather.
The oils in the balm enter in the leather and care the so-called leather middle layer, who give
the leather its durability.
Due to the easy application, I recommend to care for your leather with this balm 4 times a
year.

Your leather will thank it with a constant beautyful look for decades.

Following the quick described pictures of the usage

Here the maintainable leather seats.

Now we need warm water and a soft cloth.

With the moist cloth, we collect the dust and the bigger dirt.

Doing this, please clean roundly the inaccessible.

Now rub dry.

Now you use a cotton cloth (T-shirt).

Now apply the leather balm on the cloth.

Thereby, we rub an area of the seat.

Also here, the corners and wrinkles must be treated with the leather care.

Due to the neutrality of color of this leather balm, even white seams stay white without any
impairment.

Here you can easily see the silky shine, which develops after rubbing on the balm.

Now the surface is protected from outside influences for a long time.

After 30 – 90 minutes, the possibly unneccessary balm can be polished away.

The silky shine shows you that the care oils are not yet soaked up from the leather.

Here the leather, 30 minutes after the treatment. The shine disappears gradually.

The leather balm has an unlimited shelf life, but it should not stand in the sun.

All aforementioned steps are intended as a helping hint.
For damages which result by this, you can not assert claims against the writer assert.
If in doubt, please better contact a specialist.
If you have any questions please contact us at autosattler@email.de

